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BIG in EVERY way, Al Dente Pasta Company introduces Pappardelle, their widest noodle in 30 years.
Al Dente Pasta Company knows what’s in and what’s out in the world of food, especially when it comes to pasta. One thing is for sure; Pappardelle is in!  Having noticed this recent fixation with pappardelle pasta, Monique and Dennis Deschaine, founders of Al Dente Pasta Company, decided it was the ideal time to “wide the pappardelle wave”.  First they introduced Golden Egg and Garlic Herb Pappardelle..Stores all around the country reported that these new pastas were flying off their shelves. Everyone asked for more and Al Dente responded with their latest addition—Spinach Pappardelle. 
The name Pappardelle comes from the Italian verb, pappare, which means “to gobble”. Traditionally served with meaty sauces, including dishes made with wild boar, duck and rabbit, it’s wide, smooth surface is the perfect pillow for many savory sauces and bold flavors which can coat this big, loveable noodle! 
All of Al Dente Pastas® are made with only the very best ingredients—North American Durum Wheat, nutritious and wholesome eggs, plus premium herbs and spices and real spinach. While many conventional pasta makers extrude their pasta in order to speed up production, Al Dente® uses the time-honored tradition of rolling out its pasta dough. This process called “sheeting,” duplicates rolling pasta dough with a rolling pin.  It is a special technique done with love and care.  Monique’s mentor, famed Italian cook Marcella Hazan, believed sheeting was essential to creating the tastiest, Northern Italian egg pastas. It’s definitely apparent that this technique yields fabulous results, and Al Dente® Pappardelle is testament to that.  Sheeting is a slow yet precise process that allows Al Dente® to achieve the sublime, velvety texture that has made it a favorite on dinner tables across North America. 
For Monique Deschaine, founder of Al Dente Pasta®, passion for food is genetic. As a child she spent her summers soaking up European culture and expanding her palate in her mother’s native country of France. It was there that she first experienced the complexity inherent in the simplest and freshest of foods, and it was those early food forays that laid the first foundations for the creation of Al Dente Pasta®.  Creating this company was the culmination of Monique’s culinary quest to share her passion for food with others.
The days when Monique and her husband Dennis would stay up all night, rolling out pasta dough in a friend’s restaurant kitchen and hoping it would be dry by the morning are long gone—but it remains that Dennis and Monique’s dedication to taste and quality is just as important now as it was when Al Dente Pasta® started almost 30 years ago in 1981.
Monique first began by selling her pasta in Ann Arbor at stores like the Michigan’s famed Zingerman’s Deli. Today, Al Dente Pasta® is sold nationwide and in Canada at a wide variety of specialty retailers, grocery stores and always at AlDentePasta.com.
Currently, Monique and Dennis can be found in their Al Dente Pasta® factory in Ann Arbor, Michigan overlooking the pristine Whitmore Lake. Their company is truly a family affair with Monique’s sister, Nanette Carson, serving as general manager and more than 20 long-time employees helping to keep the pasta rolling.
All of Al Dente’s Pastas® are packaged in the widely recognized and eye-catching cellophane bags with the famous Al Dente checkered labels. Packaged in 12 oz. bags, Al Dente® Pappardelle retails for approximately $3.49/bag. For more information call 734-449.8522 or visit www.aldentepasta.com 

